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Kjv strong' s bible study app apk

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Where a king's word is, there is power (Preacher 8:4). You just found the best tool for studying God's Word, the exhaustive Strong's Concordance with the King James Bible and other languages to compare. This app is very easy to use, fast and
intuitive, packed with many great features. We know that you will love it so much because it is the result of the work of many Bible students, with a lot of work and love for the scriptures. It's not just another Bible tag, but your study and relationship resource with Jesus.+ No ads!+ Audio in English, Spanish
and Portuguese + Audio with text highlight and automatic scrolling + Parallel Bibles for better comparison + Quick and easy access to Strong's Numbers + You can either search by number or in the KJV text.+ Greek Dictionary and Co-ordination.+ Hebrew Dictionary and Concord.+ Real-time Bible maps
retrieved from actual GPS coordinates , with more than 1200 locations!+ Search and study tools: text highlighting, underline, bookmarks and notes.+ Search the current chapter with matches highlighted.+ Many available text fonts and colors for easy reading.+ Write your own notes using text editing.+
Quickly access cross-references.+ Bookmark any verse easily.+ Auto scrolling with adjustable speed.+ Treasure of Scripture Knowledge titles.+ Words of Jesus in red.+ Old Testament quotes in blue.+ Automatic syncing of notes and bookmarks on iCloud.+ Reading mode for reading fonts and night
reading mode.+ Fast pinch to increase the text size.+ Adjust the text left, right, or middle.+ Share Bible verses.***** 11 Dictionaries (Buy in app) ***** 1) Webster 1828:Complete Dictionary Webster 1828, with references to king james bible AV 1611.2) Easton's Bible Dictionary:This dictionary is a reference
work with 4000 biblical enties of encyclopedic nature.3) Hitchcock's name: This dictionary shows the meaning of the Hebrew names displayed in the Bible (over 2500). 4) Nave's TopIcal Bible:This is a topical concordance of the Bible, with references to over 20,000 topics. 5) Smith's Dictionary: The Smiths
Bible Dictionary has thousands of entries explaining biblical words. 6) Archaic words list: KJV is not dificult to understand. Some words can be archaic and this dictionary has almost 800 entries. 7) Original Translator's Notes: These are the original KJV translator's footnotes. To access the print of the
dagger symbol at the end of verse.8) King James Dictionary: This dictionary contains more than 6,500 entries specific to the King James Bible, many of them by passages, to better study god's Word.9) Hebrew English Dictionary (with Strong's Concordance, FREE)10) Greek English Dictionary (with
Strong's Concordance, FREE)11) Chain Thompson-Reference:Dr. Thompson believed that the Bible should be presented in a simple but scientific way.***** 14 Comments (In App Purchase) ***** 1) Albert Barnes (1798-1870) Notes on the entire Bible.2) Adam Barnes comment and and notes on the
entire Bible, written from 1810 to 1825.3) John Nelson Darby Bible translation notes and Synopsis on the entire Bible.4) Robert Jamieson, A. R. Fausset and David Brown Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the entire Bible, 1871.5) John Gill's verse-by-verse Exhibition of the Whole Bible.6) Matthew
Henry the Whole Bible Comment7) Philip Schaff Comment to the New Testament (4 Volumes) and Introduction to All Books , 1890.8) Scofield Reference Notes on the Entire Bible, 1917 Edition.9) Treasury of David by C. H. Spurgeon, Prince of Preachers with comments to 150 Psalms.10) Treasury of
Scriptural Knowledge on the whole Bible, prepared by John Canne, John Browne, Thomas Scott, Benjamin Blayney, Reuben Archer Torrey and others (1900).11) Geneva Bible Notes.12) John Calvin Commentaries.13) Expositor's Bible.14) Comment to Revelation, by Horatius Bonar.Please contact us if
have any questions. December 14, 2020 Version 7.7.1 On this update:- New feature! Now you can copy and paste your Bible search results!- Bug fixes. We'd like to hear from you... if you like the app, you can write a review. If we can do better you can send us a message using the contact form in the
app. Thanks! For so many people, the King James Bible is found to be quite a challenge to read, and I completely understand their struggle. I understand how they feel, but turning away from the King James Bible is not the answer. The answer is simple. Study! Don't just read through it as a typical book,
because this book isn't your average book. It is alive and found to be pure 100% nourishment to our souls. The more time you earnestly spend in it, the stronger your spirit becomes. King James does not omit or change biblical scripture to please the world, but requires us to change to please Jesus. By
studying god's word, we grow in godly wisdom. This wisdom will see us through the difficult trials of life. We need King James because it challenges our submission to a godly education! I have several Bible loads on my phone and iPad, and they serve all different purposes. I'm also searching for new
apps with pretty regularly to see if I can find an app that does something better than the I app I use for that purpose. I came across this program and it immediately became my favorite for the classic comments and dictionaries. The interface is clean and simple, and the comments and dictionary bundles
were on sale for a very reasonable price. You can get many of these resources for free elsewhere, but they are much harder to navigate. The low fee here is more than worth it for ease of use. The only thing I would recommend would be another English translation to run with KJV in parallel mode. Great
resource, highly recommended. I'm a real person who's been using this app for years.. After all that time I get honest assessment.. great for ipad and iphones.. I use it every day with my other study tools.. Great for out with the family, in shops , waiting for doc office - name it this is good for any time day
or night .. You can buy download add-ons if not internet I think, but I never needed to. Includes swing side swipe function, study mode and much more. good for small or large hands, good or poor eyesight .. as I said this is a real app of real people Customer Service is real and outstanding - not any
emails that go off to no-where ... I sent an email for support and thought they were reading my thoughts because they responded so quickly.. Select. I recommend updating to the latest updates to stay up to date for new solution, security, and features.. My problem was solved by patchesUpdate - I'm
happy to report that the team is very responsive with ideas users can have that make the app better.. Stay tuned for a good update to come.. ;-) One person I would like to see added comments is Clearence Larkin.. maybe one day.. Developer Kairos Software LLC indicated that the app's privacy
practices may include the handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer does not collect data from this app. Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn more Developer Website App Support
Privacy Where the word of a king is, there is power (Preacher 8:4). You just found the best tool for studying God's Word, the exhaustive Strong's Concordance with the King James Bible and other languages to compare. This app is very easy to use, fast and intuitive, packed with many great features. We
know that you will love it so much because it is the result of the work of many Bible students, with a lot of work and love for the scriptures. It's not just another Bible app, but your resource for study and relationship with Jesus. + No ads! + Audio in English, Spanish and Portuguese + Audio with text
highlighting and auto scrolling + Parallel Bibles for better comparison + Quick and easy access to Strong's Numbers + You can either search by number or in the KJV text. + Greek dictionary and concordance. + Hebrew dictionary and concordance. + Real-time Bible maps taken from actual GPS
coordinates, with more than 1200 locations! + Search and study tools: text highlight, underscore, bookmarks and notes. + Search the current chapter with matches highlighted. + Many available text fonts and colors for easy reading. + Write your own notes using our Text Editor. + Quick access to cross-
references. + Bookmark any verse easily. + Automatic scrolling at adjustable speed. + Treasure of Scripture Knowledge titles. + Jesus' words in red. + Old Testament quotes in blue. + Automatic syncing of notes and bookmarks on iCloud. + Day reading mode and night reading mode. + Quick pinch to
increase the text size. + Align the text to the left, right, or center. + Share Bible verses. 11 Dictionaries (In App Buy) ***** 1) 1828: Complete Dictionary Webster 1828, with references to James Bible AV 1611. 2) Easton's Bible Dictionary: This dictionary is a reference work with 4,000 biblical enties of
encyclopedic nature. 3) Hitchcock's name: This dictionary shows the meaning of the Hebrew names displayed in the Bible (over 2500). 4) Nave's TopIcal Bible: This is a current concordance of the Bible, with references to over 20,000 topics. 5) Smith's Dictionary: The Smith's Bible Dictionary has
thousands of entries explaining biblical words. 6) Archaic words list: KJV is not dificult to understand. Some words can be archaic and this dictionary has almost 800 entries. 7) Original Translator's Notes: These are the original KJV translator's footnotes. To access it, tap the dagger symbol at the end of
the verses. 8) King James Dictionary: This dictionary contains more than 6,500 entries specific to the King James Bible, many of them with scriptures, to better study God's Word. 9) Hebrew English Dictionary (with Strong's Concordance, FREE) 10) Greek English Dictionary (with Strong's Concordance,
FREE) 11) Thompson Chain-Reference: Dr. Thompson thought the Bible should be presented in a simple but scientific way. 14 Comments (In App Buy) ***** 1) Albert Barnes (1798-1870) Notes on the whole Bible. 2) Adam Clarke's commentary and critical notes on the entire Bible, written from 1810 to
1825. 3) John Nelson Darby Bible translation notes and Synopsis on the entire Bible. 4) Robert Jamieson, A. R. Fausset and David Brown Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the entire Bible, 1871. 5) John Gill's verse-by-verse Exhibition of the Entire Bible. 6) Matthew Henry full Bible Comment 7)
Philip Schaff Comments on the New Testament (4 Volumes) and Introduction to All Books, 1890. 8) Scofield Reference Notes on the entire Bible, 1917 Edition. 9) Treasury of David by C. H. Spurgeon, Prince of Preachers with comments on 150 Psalms. 10) Treasury of Scriptural Knowledge of the Entire
Bible, prepared by John Canne, John Browne, Thomas Scott, Benjamin Blayney, Reuben Archer Torrey and others (1900). 11) Geneva Bible Notes. 12) John Calvin Comments. 13) Expositors Bible. 14) Comment on Revelation, by Horatius Bonar. Please contact us if you have any questions. Questions.
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